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FORWARD
In 1993 we founded Eternal Light and Power Company Publishing (ASCAP) to publish the musical
works of Dr. Merrick in a CCM - Contemporary Christian Music Albums entitled "Aliyah". The
Premier song entitled "Like Stephen" hist the CCM Charts on the CCM Countdown Radio show with
Bob Sour weekly broadcasts at #33 and Dan appeared on several TV programs on CTV, TCT TV and
was published in PR media markets.

Dan Merrick on CTV program "His Place"
https://www.rdjcatalog.com/DrDanOnTCT.htm
Dan was not a stranger to TV having appeared on NBC "Go For Your Dreams" as a real estate investor
with Dave DelDotto in a broadcast from Hawaii in the 1980s while serving in the US Army.

Dan later appeared in several PR engagements and using his education in FCC 3rd Class radio
broadcasting license instruction from the Ohio School of Broadcast Technique of Cleveland Ohio, Dan
began working as a Radio Producer for Ken Gaub weekly radio broadcasts of "Faith In Action Radio".

Dan With Ken Gaub in Green Room at CTV

Dan's creative side was not just music, but expanded into intellectual properties like web sites, business
and in 1999 he created RDJ Catalog, Incorporated and launched his Logo TM creations in Eternal
Light and Power Company books, videos and formed the Congregation Yahshua Messiah Gathering.

TM

Dan published his first book on Business in 2003 and was syndicated on ABC Radio Network
"Instructions To Money" where he interviewed guests like Carlton Sheets, real estate infomercial Icon,
after Dan's using his course on a challenge to get Cash Back in Real Estate deals.

Dan also interviewed famous wealth builders like Donald Trump, "Rich Dad Poor Dad" author Robert
Kiyosaki and his wife Kim.

With the events of 9-11 2001, Dan started a new syndicated Radio Show "Captain Dan The Cavalry
Man Radio" and began broadcasting to Troops to encourage his fellow soldiers with comedy type
patriots broadcasting to help encourage the war efforts. As a result, Dan was written about in the
ARMY TIMES and even was invited to the White House with the Gold Star Veterans organization
"families United" where he had breakfast with President Bush.

Dan and Family with President Bush

Over the past 24 years since retirement from the Army, Dan has published "Faith Radio" syndicated on
AM FM and the internet and published over 40 books as an author and translator with now over 25,000
Books Sold thought his publishers AMAZON print on demand world wide and on his web site at
YahBible.Org

Dan has from his school days in the 60s and 70s to his enlistment and commission as an officer in the
1980s, consistently worked on missions, business and ministry incorporating a diverse life that has
taken him around the world from Moscow, Ukraine, Israel and in countless ways shown the ability to
create good ideas and turn them into successful action.
With the Covid 19 pandemic, business has taken a turn for the whole world that has been effected. Dan
believes he has an idea that can overcome old problems in a galactic economy that is emerging into the
22nd and 23rd centuries. Thinking ahead has worked so far, let's solve the problems together.
Dr. Merrick's AMAZON author page is at:
https://www.amazon.com/Daniel-W-Merrick-Ph.D./e/B003Y099XM?
ref_=dbs_p_pbk_r00_abau_000000
Github Link: https://github.com/Dealithium/Delithiumcoin
MIT License: https://github.com/Dealithium/Delithiumcoin/blob/main/LICENSE
Source Code Zip: https://github.com/Dealithium/Delithiumcoin/blob/main/dealithiumcoin-source.tar.gz
Bio On Dr. Merrick: https://secureservercdn.net/198.71.233.33/tgi.7dc.myftpupload.com/wpcontent/uploads/2021/02/DanielMerrickPhDBio-Apologetics2021-1.pdf

INTRODUCTION
In cooperation with our team, members and consultants, we have established the following web
presence to ICO for crypto currencies and to create an exchange as a subsidiary shell of RDJC, Inc.
Dear Potential Token/Coin Holders:
(REF: https://en.bitcoinwiki.org/wiki/Token )
Dealithium and Realdealium are the brain children of Dr. Daniel Merrick, PhD as Tokens or Coins to
help NPO's (Non Profit Organizations) and Businesses to make intellectual assets, real estate equity
and digital properties such as domain names liquid holdings to raise funds in non-traditional exchanges.
Most businesses go to banks to get loans or provide in house credit services with recourse and nonrecourse lending institutions. Churches and NPOs often fail to meet credit standards because of lack of
legal standings of membership groups. For example, a Church or Synagogue may have 500 members
who attend services at the congregation but they have no legal commitment to the finances of the
Church. A NPO's like a Historical Society may have membership rolls which also do not have any real
legal obligations to the debts such NPOs may acquire.
That is the very reason I created DealithiumCoin.Com and the associated web sites.
Our goal is to provide a means to make liquid cash value in crypto to help fund NPO's and Churches as
well as other non-profit organizations.

In doing this, we have established our structure to provide 100% of all our profits to NPO's holding
501C3 IRS Status. The Balance after operating expenses are distributed to our COIN HOLDERS in
dividends as TOKENS or COINS.
We have set up a structure of 10% to Customers to launch this project. That means that when you buy
100 crypto coins of Dealithiumcoin SHA265 Bitcoin Based Tokens, you will receive a 10% bonus in
exchange for holding our products in blockchain in you crypto wallet.
I encourage you to read our white paper on GitHub and consider the changing ways that economic
models are changing with the times. A Cashless society was predicted by ancient prophesies and in
2004 I also predicted the move to a cashless society in my book "Instructions To Money".
Please note our disclaimers in our White Paper and on our web sites as we develop an exciting new
way to buy, sell and hold Crypto Currencies.
Daniel Merrick PhD
Dealithiumcoin CEO
Creator of DLC
DISCLAIMER
Important Message
IN MAKING AN INVESTMENT DECISION, INVESTORS MUST RELY ON THEIR OWN
EXAMINATION OF THE ISSUER AND THE TERMS OF THE OFFERING, INCLUDING THE
MERITS AND RISKS INVOLVED. INVESTMENTS ON STARTENGINE ARE SPECULATIVE,
ILLIQUID, AND INVOLVE A HIGH DEGREE OF RISK, INCLUDING THE POSSIBLE LOSS OF
YOUR ENTIRE INVESTMENT.THIS NOTICE ENCOMPASSES ALL ASSOCIATED WEB
DOMAINS AND DIGITAL PROPERTIES OF?:
www.DealithiumCoin.Com is a website owned and operated by RDJC, Inc. and CYMG-UCCMA
NPO 501C3, which is neither a registered broker-dealer, investment advisor nor funding portal. We do
not sell stocks, bonds or other licensed transactions regulated by the SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE
COMMISSION of the US Government.
Unless indicated otherwise with respect to a particular issuer, all securities-related activity is conducted
by regulated affiliates of RDJC, Inc. (Sub-chapter S) , a funding portal that shall be
registered here with the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and the Financial Industry
Regulatory Authority (FINRA), or a licensed broker-dealer registered with the SEC; Secondary is an
alternative trading system regulated by the SEC and operated by CYMG-UCCMA registered with IRS
to receive tax deductible donations and licensed under State of Pennsylvania as a NPO.
Investment opportunities and donations including books and publishing products what so ever they
may be, posted and accessible through the site are of three types:
1.) PRODUCTS FOR SALE such as books, music, DCs and or other linked sales stores associated as
supplies such as AMAZON COM, ZAZZLE and LULU. There TOS is on their sites.
2) Regulation Crowdfunding offerings (JOBS Act Title III), which are offered to non-accredited and
accredited investors alike. These offerings are made through associated web sites as Crypto currencies

Some of these offerings are open to the general public, however there are important differences and
risks.
3.) Donations in kind for NPOs regulated by the State of Pennsylvania and the IRS under ruling letter
dated and timestamped at www.YahBible.org and registered with GUIDESTAR as a GOLD SEAL
transparent organization.
Any securities offered on this website have not been recommended or approved by any federal or state
securities commission or regulatory authority. DealithiumCoin.Com - RDJC, Inc. and its affiliates do
not provide any investment advice or recommendation and do not provide any legal or tax advice with
respect to any securities, donations or crypto tokens and or coins. All securities listed on this site are
being offered by, and all information included on this site is the responsibility of, the applicable issuer
of such securities. RDJC, Inc. does not verify the adequacy, accuracy or completeness of any
information. Neither RDJC, Inc. nor any of its officers, directors, agents and employees makes any
warranty, express or implied, of any kind whatsoever related to the adequacy, accuracy, or
completeness of any information on this site or the use of information on this site.
By accessing this site and any pages on this site, you agree to be bound by our TERMS OF SERVICE
as may be amended from time to time without notice or liability.
Canadian Investors
Investment opportunities posted and accessible through the site will not be offered to Canadian resident
investors.
Potential investors are strongly advised to consult their legal, tax and financial advisors before
investing. The securities offered on this site are not offered in jurisdictions where public solicitation for
offerings is not permitted; it is solely your responsibility to comply with the laws and regulations of
your country of residence.
California Investors Only:
You may request that we do not sell your information under California regulations and rules on our web
site if any are collected under the TOS or operating IP addresses and or contacted services, exchanges
or operations..
STARTENGINE IS “TESTING THE WATERS” UNDER REGULATION A UNDER THE
SECURITIES ACT OF 1933. THIS PROCESS ALLOWS COMPANIES TO DETERMINE
WHETHER THERE MAY BE INTEREST IN AN EVENTUAL OFFERING OF ITS SECURITIES.
THE COMPANY IS NOT UNDER ANY OBLIGATION TO MAKE AN OFFERING UNDER
REGULATION A.
AN OFFERING STATEMENT REGARDING THIS OFFERING HAS NOT BEEN FILED WITH
THE SEC. THE PRELIMINARY OFFERING CIRCULAR THAT IS PART OF THAT OFFERING
STATEMENT IS THIS WHITE PAPER. WE MAY AT THE OPTION OF RDJC, Inc. and It's
Associated domain names, choose to file registration with a NON US country or other regulatory
services as needed to protect the liquidity of this venture and speculative business operation.
NO MONEY OR OTHER CONSIDERATION IS BEING SOLICITED, AND IF SENT IN
RESPONSE, WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED AS PAYMENT FOR COINS OR TOKENS.

NO OFFER TO BUY ANY SECURITIES CAN BE ACCEPTED AND NO PART OF THE
PURCHASE PRICE CAN BE RECEIVED UNTIL THE OFFERING STATEMENT FILED BY THE
COMPANY (RDJC, Inc.) WITH THE SEC HAS BEEN QUALIFIED BY THE SEC. OR ANY
AUTHORITY WHEREBY WE MAY BE ALLOWED UNDER LAWS ASSOCIATED WITH
CRYPTO TOKENS OR COINS SHALL BE ALLOWED AND OR LICENSED: ANY SUCH OFFER
MAY BE WITHDRAWN OR REVOKED, WITHOUT OBLIGATION OR COMMITMENT OF ANY
KIND, AT ANY TIME BEFORE NOTICE OF ACCEPTANCE GIVEN AFTER THE DATE OF
QUALIFICATION.
AN INDICATION OF INTEREST INVOLVES NO OBLIGATION OR COMMITMENT OF ANY
KIND. “RESERVING” SHARES, COINS OR TOKENS IS SIMPLY AN INDICATION OF
INTEREST.
RDJC, Incorporate is a PENNSYLVANIA CORPORATION registered at the following links:
https://www.corporations.pa.gov/Search/CorpSearch

Name
Entity
Number

Name
Entity
Number

RDJ CATALOG
INCORPORATED
3187522

RDJ
CATALOG
3065278

OFFICERS ARE:
Daniel W Merrick
Olga I Merrick
Other Disclosures at: http://www.rdjcatalog.com/Policyusersagreement.htm
THIS IS NOT AN OFFERING TO SELL OR BUY CRYPTO IN ANY STATE OR COUNTRY
WHERE SUCH IS PROHIBITED BY LAWS OF YOUR PLACE OF RESIDENCE. PROSPECTIVE
INVSTORS OR DONORS SHOULD CHECK WITH THEIR LOCAL AND OR FEDERAL
AGENCIES TO INSURE THAT THEY ARE LEGALLY ABLE TO BY CRYPTO COINS AND
TOKENS BEFORE MAKING ANY INVESTMENT OR DONATION TO THIS START UP.
PUBLICATIONS CONSULTED ARE REFERENCED IN THE BODY TEXT OF THIS PAPER.

Description of the market and the problem
THE MARKET
In 2019 according to market research at CH&co. ( https://www.chappuishalder.com/wpcontent/uploads/2019/06/Publication_Crypto-traders-06-2019.pdf ) There were approximately 54
Million active crypto traders.
With the break out of the Covid19 pandemic, that number has risen as new exchanges and offerings in
ICOs (Initial Coin Offerings) hit from the out of work lock downs that were implemented world wide
by governments to stop the spread of the virus.
Exchanges and trading platforms have arisen with the open source software and code on GitHub and
the many varied web sites and trading exchanges offering new market entries in such places as the
BINANCE and ETH coin creation robots.
Anyone now has the ability to go to WalletBuilders.Com or many sites and just create their own Crypto
coin or token. CoinDaddy.IO has a Token creation network trading on the DEX exchange and
providing game tokens, BTC based trading and other services affordable to any with just a little ETH,
BEP20 or BTC holdings. The market is emerging into a multi-billion dollar industry and with more
new startups coming each day, the opportunities are unlimited.
Blockchain technology is the future of all production and distribution because it is secure, verified and
the record can not be tampered with or deleted.

The whole point of using a blockchain is to let people — in
particular, people who don't trust one another — share
valuable data in a secure, tamperproof way.
— MIT Technology

Review

In 2013, Dr. Merrick published a book on a proposal of using a REESA Energy Solution to conserve

assets and energy in the Eco-system of economic structures in government and business. The REESA
(Retirement Emergency Education Savings Account) was a type IRA backed by created currencies like
CRYPTO or Zero Coupon Bond from the US Treasury.
The Idea simply is to put a total net worth of a person's means of production into their own hands and
take governments out of the way of growth and liquidity. That is why CRYPTO is growing at a
remarkable rate with larger numbers of companies getting involved as the pressures of the market push
for new ways to exchange goods and services.
PayPal recently announced that they were getting Crypto added to the API system to hold and sell coins
that they had previously denied to account users.

How PayPal's Crypto Service Will Work | CoinMarketCap
https://coinmarketcap.com/alexandria/article/how-paypals-crypto-service-will-work
Many software security companies such as AVAST are now attempting to upgrade their services to
include exceptions for Crypto mining operations and trading platforms that often would come up as
computer PUPs (Potentially Unwanted Programs) and automatically put Crypto downloads and code
into virus vaults.
In 2020 the main stream media and the mine line stock exchanges put a rush into adding crypto to their
platforms with the brokerage houses crawling over each other to get customers who trade Crypto
currencies. Just 2 years ago in 2018 if you wanted to buy even BitCoin, now trading at over $54,000 a
coin, you had to log into a foreign web site and trust them to take your money and actually give your
Bitcoin wallet the money you bought in BTC.
Many decentralized exchanges, private exchanges and big money backed exchanges and banks are
getting into CRYPTO because the Cashless society the was predicted is inevitable. To put it in Star
Trek Terms, as the Borg say, "resistance is futile". (Star Trek is a CBS copyrighted franchise the creator
of the phrase 'Resistance Is Futile")
It is now 2021, the UAP or UFOs have been proven as not a conspiracy theory and people who seen
them are not nuts as previously was the going term, tin foil hats. In fact the US AIR FORCE and US
SPACE FORCE is now on the job looking and showing the flying objects on international news and
TV around the world. So how can we build a SPACE BASED ECONOMY as we move toward space ?
The only real answer is cyberspace and blockchain. In Instructions To Money, we checked with the US

Treasury officer and they officially informed us that the cost to print one $100 bill was just $.06 cents
in 2004. Today that has most likely gone up to 8 cents. Still, with all the printing costs, coin minting
costs and silver and gold, zinc and copper required to melt, mint and sell real money in the market
place, keep it in banks, physical distribution problems, Crypto in the only solution to many problems
created by money real cash.

The Problem
There are many varied factors that effect the economy of the world and the problems are dependent on
the location and the regulation structures that interact with individuals as they attempt to create wealth
and shop for needs and goods.
ABSTACT EQUITY VAULATION
The first problem is the varied systems used to account for cash value of items that otherwise had no
real agreement in methods of valuation. For example, a person may own a domain name or real estate
and have a set amount of the value based on appraisals from many different companies or methods to
determine value. GoDaddy Com has a domain name valuation service but the actual value they
determine is not reflective of the real world income which may or may not be coming in through that
domain name and it's businesses, products or services. RDJC, Inc. owns the domain name
YahBible.Org which has sold over 30,000 books and real world products since it was created. GoDaddy
says that domain name is only worth $353.00 USD

They include a disclaimer that reads:
Estimated Value:
The Estimated Value is based on an algorithm utilizing data GoDaddy has available to it to
help estimate predicted sale price of domains. However, we do not make any guarantee or
other promises to any results that may be obtained from your purchase or sale of any domain,
and this is not intended as a solicitation or offer to buy any domain. It is your responsibility to
independently assess and determine the value of any domain you may purchase or sell. We
shall not be liable for any losses you or anyone else suffers as a result of relying on the
Estimated Value, which includes not being liable for any loss of profit, loss of bargain, loss of
capital through over-payment or under-sale or for any indirect, special or consequential loss.
So we take the life of the domain in sales which equals 30,000 and we multiply that number by the
average profit in book sales and we find that the appraisal lacks insight into the actual potential for
continued income. Average of books and products is $20.00 USD Times 30,000 = $600,000.00
So when we give the XML data sheet to the bank, and this formula of asset value, we should be able to
get a 10 year equity loan for $600,000.00 USD RIGHT ? No , as you know if you are in business, that
is not what happens. The Bank asks for "Real Assets" and that copyrights and associated books, domain

names and intellectual properties are not real to the bank.
The Next Problem with Asset Values is with Real Estate. RDJC, Inc. owns real estate and our
associated Church has properties in Pennsylvania. So you would think the same bank that gave us a
loan to buy the properties would also give us credits and help us harvest the equity values to keep
operations going and give us a real world equity means of cash flow, RIGHT ? WRONG !
The Property has value based on an appraisers' value. If it is commercial property, the standard among
investor real estate brokerages is the Rule Of Ten. The Rule of Ten is take one years earnings in net
after expenses and multiply it by ten then divide by a cap rate.

Capitalization Rate
"Capitalization rate is a real estate valuation measure used to compare different real estate investments.
Although there are many variations, a cap rate is often calculated as the ratio between the net operating
income produced by an asset and the original capital cost or alternatively its current market value. source:
Wikipedia"

So the property should have a real world value if it has say 3 apartments that rent for $1000 a month
each and a 5% Cap rate with 10% expenses as somewhere around $300,000.00
The Problem is that when you get an appraisal by a licensed professional that person may have biases
as to why they will not give you the number needed at $300,000 USD. One factor is location and the
comparable sales that have happened near the time you get the appraisal.
Still the fact remains that the owner of real property has a value in the real world money coming in but
not in the bank values. So let's take a property we own which is the 3 unit in this example.
The Mortgage balance is $43,000.00 and the Income is $36,000 annually. Using our numbers above we
have a Equity Value of $257,000.00 in actual income over the next ten years if the rents remain the
same. Less expenses it is about a quarter million dollar property.
Our two examples above are real and reflect the real value of the associated holdings of our company.
So how do we get our total of $850,000.00 in Equity and turn it into liquid usable money ? The Equity
will not change unless the values and numbers change as prices rise and fall for books, rents and
products sold.
This is where Crypto Currencies solve the problems with business and NPOs. When we create the
token and coin based on the equity value of holdings of assets like future sales and real estate, we find
that the crowdfunding of crypto works to get what we need to keep operations going and innovate for
the future.
Actual Store Fronts Closing
Many actual stores with buildings in the malls have been going out of business and it is not just
Walmart that has caused this. The main reason according to MIT is online sales companies like
AMAZON and the businesses failure to INOVATE to change to the markets.
Covid 19 has billions at home working online. Pandemics can do the same thing again if we are not
careful. Sears, J C Penney and several companies that refused to change with the times and move to an

online presence and marketing model have closed doors for good. To keep up with the shift in markets
and needs of customers all the world must get on the internet and do what Amazon has done. Most
businesses do not even know that you can set up a sales account on Amazon, send your products to
their warehouse and sell online and AMAZON ships right to your customers and gives you the profits
each month.
Wait until AMAZON starts selling Crypto for people and exchanges and see the new emerging markets
sore.
In 2021 we have seen ETH go to over $2,000 a coin. BitCoin hit $64,000.00 last week and then dipped
to $57,000.00 THAT IS EACH COIN.
So the value is as the old saying goes, what the market says.
HOW DELITHIUM SOLVES THE PROBLEM
Unlike the Star Trek Dilithium Crystals, DEALITHIUM is a cyberspace lightspeed engine.
We are taking our balance sheet and since we are a Non-profit corporation as of March 2021 with
holdings in Real Estate and both digital and intellectual assets, we have determined a valuation of
$4,000,000 in Net Worth. Our Solution is to transfer that equity into crypto coins called Dealithium
The profits from this venture will be converted into holdings and as sales increase we will increase
issue of crypto currencies in equal dollar for dollar value in each coin. Additionally we will issue gains
in value of assets in dividends by giving all owners of our coins and token a estimated 10% interest
gain annually. So when a purchase of our Crypto Dealithium Coins is issued to an investor that owner
for the first year will get 10% more in coins or tokens when the order is complete.
This will also give our good works as a NPO a income stream to fund missions and community
services in many varied ways. To see more about our NPO - CYMG UCCMA visit the following web
sites:
www.MeyrickFoundation.Org
www.YahSpace.Org
www.YahBible.Org
In addition we hope to add services including an exchange, a crypto creation service and other Apps to
increase sales and give opportunities to others including NPOs who want to use our solutions and
business model to overcome liquidity problems and reach goals in raising funds for such things as
building faster than light technology and HHO energy systems.
BUILDING A CRYPTO REESA
A REESA is a set value savings account that uses US Treasury Zero Coupon Bonds or other SEC
exchange regulated assets purchased through a licensed broker to create a type of IRA retirement
savings account to build value for the later years in life.

A Crypto RESSA will be similar in that you fund CRYPTO into an account be getting a self liquidating
loan with a bank using the money proceeds to buy Crypto and put it into an IRA.
For more on the concept of the RESSA see https://www.amazon.com/dp/1494843668
In Brief, A Zero Coupon bond that is purchased as about $100 and they mature in 30 years at $1000
https://www.treasurydirect.gov/instit/marketables/tbonds/tbonds.htm
So lets say you want to buy Crypto for your IRA or to save long term to get gains like those who
bought ETH and BTC early did.
So to get 1 Million in return on bonds above with the US Treasury, you need 10% or $100,000
To set up a REESA you would need $200,000 to get a total of $2 Million in face value return in 30
years. So let's say you got you bonds that will give you, the owner and holder of the bonds $2 million
in 30 years. But you want $1 Million now to start earning interest and growth in savings and investing.
BUT, you don't want to risk money you have to pay back to get a loan because you may lose and your
investments may not give the return you expected or planned on.
So you go to a bank and ask them if they will do a Zero Coupon Bond Self Liquidating Loan on $2
Million in face value bonds from the US Treasury ?
Let's say they say Okay and give you $1 Million which will be paid back in 30 years with interest from
the $2 Million return on the bonds in 30 years. So you get the money in a savings account and you let
the bank hold the bonds until maturity. At Maturity, the bank cashes in the bonds and pays off your
loan. You win !
Now you take your million a buy Crypto or if you are a issuer of Crypto you use that money to hold an
back your Crypto. The Compound Interest at 5% over 30 years if you just did modest returns on
investments would give you somewhere over $7 Million dollars in 30 years.
That solves lots of problems like what if Social Security Crashes or what if I am disabled from working
before the 30 years is up.
We at Dealithiumcoin.Com plan on using this method to back up our Crypto issues and use the method
over and over to fund our businesses and NPOs Thereby giving a return on value where the banks and
appraisal agents fear to tread.

Tokens and Coins

Coin properties
Purchase type
Compiling OS
Source branch
Algorithm
Coin name
Coin abbreviation
Public address letter
Public address letter testnet
Coin unit
RPC port
P2P port
Block reward
Block halving
Coin supply
Premine
Website URL
Github URL

Paid coin
Ubuntu 18.04 LTS
0.21

SHA-256 Proof of Work
Dealithiumcoin
DLC
D
D
Dealith
34121
34122
0 coins
4000000 blocks
400000000 coins
400000000 coins
https://Dealithiumcoin.com
https://github.com/Dealithium

Dealithiumcoin is a set stable coin that will be release in phases:
PHASE ONE: June 12th 2021 Start Date $2M in Equity at $1.00 each at 2 Million offering for sale.
PHASE TWO: TBA $2M in Equity at $1.00 each at 2 Million offering for sale.
PHASE THREE: TBA determined by equity returns and holdings of profits at 60% or an estimated
$2,400,000 in Equity or 2.4 Million Coins
PHASE FOUR: TBA determined by equity returns and holdings of profits at 80% or an estimated
$2,400,000 x 80% in Equity or 1,920,000 Million Coins
Each Phase will build on the previous one to keep supplies and inflation of the coin down to a
reasonable and manageable rate. The total supply is 400,000,000

The next successive issue will be the RealDealium Coin and other tokens may be added for other
customers to enhance marketing and traffic in memberships in our exchange:
1MerickExchnage.com

Having our own exchange on the decentralized network will help us to list coins and increase revenue
streams on the internet.
FUTURE ISSUES
REALDEALIUM

We Previously issued tokens with Coin Daddy as a test platform for our crypto tokens and are
reviewing data to see if the use of these tokens are marketable on the DEX where they are listed but
have not been released for sale.

How the raised funds are going to be used
The funds raised will establish the wallet app, build the exchange and create an income base to expand
the phase issues as outlined in the previous section of this paper. We have budgeted for a 10%
operations cost for employees and coding consultants as well as ongoing web costs to operate the nodes
for coin verification. Our node service in located in Europe. Our Website provider is GoDaddy.com
We are presently negotiating with investor groups around the world to help with the launch of this
blockchain.
THE TEAM

Daniel Merrick CEO - Dan hold a PhD in Biblical language and ancient icons and is an ordained
minister. Dan has a BS in Bible Missions, and a BS in Psychology and holds a Masters in Education.
Dan has worked in sales and marketing training for Kirby Corp as well as several Fortune 500
companies serving as an advisor. For more on Dan see the Forward Above. Dan served in the US Army
for 24 years as enlisted, NCO and a Officer. (See Forward)

Olga I Merrick CEO of CEO - Olga graduated from University in Ukraine in ecological services and
horticulture with certification as a tree surgeon. Olga's Job is keeping
Dan in line and often telling him to stop working and get something to
eat. Dan forgets to eat sometimes when working on a book or project.

Jeremiyah L Merrick - Jay is a graduate of Penn State where he studied computer engineering.
IT Consultant

Tannyah Chapman - Tannyah works for a NPO medical system in New York and graduated from the
University of Pittsburgh with a degree in Accounting.
Board Member - CFO Advisor

Team YahSpace and Merrick Foundation - With over 8000 online members on Facebook and the web
site membership rolls, the CYMG-UCCMA congregations and historical / genealogical society
membership serves as a go to resource to bring our NPO missions and community service to life.

References
NPO Board Members and transparency at GUIDE STAR

https://www.guidestar.org/profile/27-3465670
CONSULTING ORGANIZATIONS AND REFERENCED
MATERIAL IN THIS WHITE PAPER OUR THANKS TO:

The Copyrights above are the property of the associated web sites and agencies and use here is for reference purposes
© 2021 the respective holders above.

TO DONATE TO THIS WORK AND CYMG-UCCMA:

https://www.paypal.com/us/fundraiser/charity/1242242
Any donations received in response to this white paper is not considered payment for tokens or coins
and or coin issues. To receive coins and tokens to help this crypto project, please visit
Dealithiumcoin.com often for updates on listing on exchanges and offerings once approved by the
agencies and regulatory bodies. RDJC, Inc. is a Pennsylvania Corporation and is under jurisdictions
inside the United States of America. To get a pre-offering commitment please email
Daniel@RDJCatalog.com

© 2021

